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COLLECTION 3
Frameless shower enclosure series 
for transparent bathroom solutions

Your Duscholux retailer
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Transparency and clear lines

Collection 3 is a new frameless shower enclosure series with striking con-
tours, fulfilling even the most stringent aesthetic requirements. Flat hinges 
and wall brackets made from chrome-plated metal, slim-line crossbars 
and an innovative handle complement the linear design. A visual highlight 
for modern bathroom solutions.

The straight hinges with lightly rounded edges, the wall brackets and the ergo-
nomic handle are of a deliberate low-profile design. Nothing interferes with the 
clear contours of the light overall impression.
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Collection 3, swing door with fixed panel and 
two side panels. Providing coherent overall 
lines: chrome-plate covers hide technical 
fittings made from high-quality zinc die- 
castings without interfering with the desired 
transparency.
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Latest UV and light-curing adhesive technology allows hinges made from chrome-plated zinc diecasting to be 
permanently connected to the external surfaces of the glass.

The wall brackets, too, support the flush design 
of Collection 3. The pre-assembled adapters are 
regularly subjected to load tests of up to one ton.

100% adhesion just like a Gecko. The sympathe-
tic lizard that effortlessly runs across smooth glass 
surfaces is the symbol for the adhesive technology 
of Collection 3.

Even the handle, following the design contours of the shower panel, is provided as a 
flush internal model. The retractable grip disk ensures reliable operation inside the shower 
enclosure.

The flush interior makes cleaning easy and effortless as there are no protrusions or bolted 
connections that could cause water or lime scale deposits.

Technical quality and 
clever details

The trend-setting adhesive technology of Collection 3 
provides flush interior surfaces without any protrusions. 
This makes it considerably easier to clean the shower 
panel. Another advantage: outwardly and inwardly ope-
ning pivoting doors made from sturdy 8 mm glass retain
any dripping water inside the shower. The comfortable 
lifting and lowering mechanism of the door hinges supports
the smooth opening and closing – a perfect movement 
demonstrating the high quality of the shower panel series.

This futuristic process  is already used by Duscholux today. The tried and tested UV and light-
curing adhesive represents the latest technology and is also used in the construction of glass 
facades. The adhesive permanently bonds glass and metal without loosing any strength as a 
result of direct sunlight, temperature fluctuations, contact with water or cleaning agents. On 
the contrary: tests carried out by independent institutes and certification bodies have shown 
that the used adhesive offers a particularly high resistance against humidity and chemicals.
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Wall connection profiles that can easily compensate for wall bevels of up 
to 12 mm complete the Collection 3 range.

 

Magnetic closure integrated in chrome-
plated slim-line aluminium strips ensure 
reliable and comfortable closing of the swing 
doors.
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Product diversity and 
individuality

The actual versatility of Collection 3 , is apparent from the different room 
situations to which this shower enclosure series easily adapts. This is due 
to the numerous product models offered as part of the Collection 3 standard 
range. Irrespective of whether the shower features a corner entry, a side 
panel, a round design or is fitted in a recess – the product range covers dif-
ferent dimensions and combinations. Great diversity can be so individual.

The area available determines the Collection 3 modules used. If 
required, additional side panels can optimize the shower area. The 
fixed panels of the doors can be reduced down to 180 mm.

Collection 3, door with fixed 
panel  in combination with 
side panel

DUSCHOLUX
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Collection 3 recess-mounted swing doors: Transparent does not always mean a 
clear view. Collection 3 offers a number of glass solutions and optionally also with 
partial fine satin effect with a stripe height of 1000 mm.

The wall hinges reflect the 
design principle of Collection 3 
shower enclosures. They are 
flat with fine chrome plating and 
fix the glass safely to any wall.
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Amazing space-saving design 
for any bathroom

Depending on your personal preference Collection 3 can add an expres-
sive or a restraint look to your dream bathroom. And that is a further 
strength of the system. Two hinge options allow direct connection to the 
wall or installation in connection with a fixed part – and that in a variety
of different dimensions, thus providing an optimum and sophisticated 
solution for room corners and recesses.

Collection 3, swing door in recess 
with side panel in line
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A glass cut-out providing special luxury for your 
shower. There are no limits as regards individuality 
and personal taste.

The unobtrusive and attractive water deflector 
strip ensures that any leaking splash water remains 
in the shower area.
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Collection 3 individual solution, swing door 
with fixed panel and side panel, glass cut-out 
as required. With Collection 3 your bathroom 
becomes more than just a wet room – providing 
solutions for any requirement.

Tailor-made and special

Collection 3 focuses on providing planning and installation options. It offers 
convincing solutions for any bathroom layout by offering individual glass 
treatment -bevel or cutout- and shower enclosure heights of up to 2200 mm. 
Special requests do therefore not represent a technical problem and are 
simply manufactured to your requirement.
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Providing an attractive as well as a sturdy design. The elegant 
crossbars are available in various models.

Collection 3, freestanding side panel. The crossbars can be ordered as illustrated or as an L-shape version 
(see also left image).

Collection 3 freestanding side panel with additional splash protection. Collection 3 offers 
walk-in solutions of up to 2300 mm height.
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Generous proportions and 
floor level comfort
In particular in shower areas of generous proportions freestanding 
walk-in solutions can produce an attractive architectural feature. The floor 
level glass structure without doors reduces the number of required fittings 
and emphasises the transparent harmony of the design. An additional 90o 

side panel improves splash protection, making showering an even more 
pleasant experience.
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Collection 3, Round version for space-saving corner solutions. With its generous standard height of 
2000 mm, Collection 3 is also the perfect combination for ultraflat shower trays such as the Duscholux Free 
Base.
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Standard solutions 
without compromise

The special feature of Collection 3 is the many high-quality solutions 
offered by its basic product range. Apart from a generous standard height 
of 2000 mm and swing doors with lifting and lowering mechanism, the 
range offers continuous flush interior surfaces as well as chrome-plated 
hinges, wall brackets and handles. In addition there are numerous models 
and combination options for installation and equipment – offering consi-
derable scope for individuality and creativity.

Collection 3 corner entry with 
fixed panels. The corner solu-
tion for purists:  straight lines 
ideally adapted in height and 
size to existing room propor-
tions.
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Collection 2 PLUS, consultuciam cus 
egerte inendam sim mo hilicae teatie 
tum conium o talici partesc eperem per 
ponsuli caudestatium hostiam

Collection 2 PLUS, consultuciam cus 
egerte inendam sim mo hilicae teatie 
tum conium o talici partesc eper

Practical examples 
and options
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The greater the choice the more difficult it is to choose. That is why we 
have provided illustrations of the most frequently used installations. This 
makes it easier to choose a product and produce your dream bathroom. A 
further advantage is our simple pricing with an all-inclusive price for each 
installation. It is hardly possible to make it easier and more transparent.

Flush interior surfaces come 
as standard with Collection 3 – 
with a choice of an internal door 
knob.

1 ]  Door knob
2 ]  Flush handle

Fixing bracket or continuous 
wall fixing strip for uneven walls 
– the wall connecting profile can 
compensate tolerances of up to 
12 mm. 

3 ]  Fixing bracket
4 ]  Wall connection profile

1 ] 

3 ] 

2 ] 

4 ] 
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Installation examples 

410.115100 410.135100

410.115200 410.155200 410.165200410.135200

410.115300 410.175300410.135300410.125300 410.185300410.165300410.155300410.145300

410.125400 410.185400410.165400

410.125500 410.185500410.165500410.155500

410.125600 410.185600410.165600

410.125700 410.185700

410.185800

410.185900

410.186000

410.165700

410.165800

410.165900

410.115400 410.175400410.155400 410.205400410.195400

410.115500 410.175500

410.115600 410.175600410.155600

410.115700 410.175700

410.175800

410.175900

410.176000

410.155700

410.155800

410.155900

Radius:
500 mm = 410.215220
520 mm = 410.215240
550 mm = 410.215250

freely-
suspended

mounted 
on top

mounted 
on top

freely-
suspended

410.285500

410.285600

410.285700

410.285800

410.275500

410.275600

410.275700

410.275800

Recess Corner entry   Door with side panel    U-shaped design  Walk-in Round Shortened side panel
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Uncomplicated assembly 
by expert installers

Installation extract
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Ease of installation is a decisive product advantage of Collection 3. 
Whether it is a standard or individual solution – the installation produces 
only a minimum of dust, dirt or noise, as from the outset, Collection 3 was 
designed in such a way that the components can be easily installed on site. 

1 ]  Well thought-out installation of wall bracket. Using the adapter, the glass 

is first secured in the fitting to allow marking the wall for drilling. The glass 

can simply be adjusted by sliding the adapter.

2 ]  Also uncomplicated assembly of the wall hinge. The hinge is fixed to a 

slim-line wall profile allowing easy marking for drilling at the exact position.

3 ]  The adjustable metal plate allows precise alignment of the wall hinge 

also in difficult installation situations.

4 ]  Blocked hinge allows easy hanging of doors. The door is held in the hinge 

and cannot fall out during fixing. It is automatically adjusted by tightening 

the bolts.

5 ]  Uncomplicated installation of the crossbar. Fixings are bolted to the wall 

and the crossbar is pushed on.

6 ]  The handle, flush with the inside surface of the glass, is attached by a 

bolt to the external handle, preventing any rotation. 

1 ] 2 ] 

4 ] 

3 ] 

5 ] 6 ] 
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Collection 3 not only provides a sophisticated architectural design and refined transpa-

rency but also offers optimum quality with many well thought out product details. The 

wide variety of models provides for particular individual room solutions. Added to this is 

the interior flush finish, allowing easy cleaning of the shower enclosure, swing doors with 

lifting and lowering mechanism and an elegant magnetic closure. All aspects contribute to 

making Collection 3 extra special.

Decisive advantages 
and equipment

GlassCleArtec finish

Cleartec is a special finish for tempered safety glass based on nanotechnolo-
gy reducing dirt and lime scale deposits and is directly applied to the glass at 
our works. Glass surfaces finished with cleartec are significantly easier to clean. 
Water simply pearls off, dirt can be removed more easily. Regular cleaning of the 
shower panel is made considerably easier.

l	 = Equipment

m	= Special equipment

Colours

078 Chrome 
 l   

079 Matt chrome   

  m   

551  Clear glass
 l   

751  Clear glass 

 with Cleartec m   

583 Fine satin
 m   

594 Carbon
 m   

596 Partial fine satin
 m   

783  Fine satin 

 with Cleartec m   

794  Carbon 

 with Cleartec m   
796  Partial fine satin 

 with Cleartec m   
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